
Year 9 Religion, Philosophy and Ethics Learning Journey 

Should we fight for equality and justice? 

This unit of work is a historical look at the oppression and 

 inequality of black African Americans in the 1940’s-1960’s. You will learn how 

the Bus Boycott lead to the Civil Rights movement and meet Martin Luther 

King Junior. You will explore the life and actions of Malcolm X and compare his 

decisions for ending equality with Martin Luther King  juniors.  Finally deciding 

whether to use violence or non-violence. 

Who wins in the battle between religion and science? 

Is it possible to hate the sin but love the sinner?  

How should we respond to matters of life and death? 

This unit of work explores matters of life and death and gives you the     

opportunity to make your own mind up about topics that are regularly  

discussed in the news, such as abortion, euthanasia, infertility treatments 

and animal rights. You will be encouraged to give a range of opinions,  

including religious and non-religious perspectives towards these ethical 

topics. 

Does God communicate with people? 

A guide to developing tolerance and mutual respect for all religious beliefs and practices within Great Britain at KS3 

This is a philosophical unit that explores the concept of religious experi-

ences. Through the life and conversion of Nicky Cruz., you will see that 

God does not always communicate with you in the way that you may  

expect.   

This unit explores an age old relationship between Religious theories 

and Scientific theories. You will learn about how Science explains how 

the world came to be and compare that with religious teachings.       

Ultimately addressing the question of whether there needs to be  

conflict between Religion and Science. 

The Great debate: How far do Philosophical 
theories explain our universe? 

In this unit of work you will understand the purpose of        
punishment. Is it to deter people from committing future 

crimes or to reform criminals? You will also consider whether 
people are ultimately evil or whether we can forgive people for 

their crimes. You will also look at the nature of prisons and if 
the punishments given fit the crime.  

This topic explores the great ideas from famous Philosophical thinkers. 
Can they provide us with insight into how the universe came to be? 

Can they provide theories to prove God’s existence? You will be         
encouraged to think about concepts outside the box. 


